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Abstract 
 
As the rapid development of Internet in recent years, more and more internet 
applications emerged, such as online video, app store, online gaming, social 
networking, online shopping, etc, which greatly enriched our daily life. To Internet 
applications facing end user directly like those above, instant response for user’s 
operation and user experience promotion is highly required. For speeding user access, 
CDN as current main accelerating technology is widely used. 
However, current products under operation expose a few problems, which are 
showed in the following aspect: low degree of automation, since many operations 
require manual maintenance with low efficiency;  Long operation cycle, a big batch 
of Cache is divided into many small batches in different time slices, resulting in slow 
response time for client. Security is not fully guaranteed, for some high business 
sensitivity products, they are lack of blameless efficacy mechanism insuring data 
correctness; be short of traceability, there are no follow-up track tools after certain 
operation. 
In order to solve problems mentioned above, overall business architecture in 
company is thoroughly investigated, then start from bottom relating closely with core 
product, a research on corresponding departments is carried out, which found out that 
configuration file deployment is the main problem. This article incorporates actual 
requirements of maintenance staff, analyzed current system’s pros and cons, 
attempted and compared several different system architectures, finally employed cross 
network segment three-layer architectures as a basis for the new Content Auto-Deploy 
System, the techniques used include XML, multi-threading, memory accelerating, 
data clean-up on time, and timeout check, etc, it realized auto deployment of various 
configuration files. 
The Content Auto-Deploy System has the advantages of good extensibility and 
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